
Materials List & Instructions

Materials & Tools 

Extra fine crepe paper in:
Blush, Chi�on, Cypress
20 gauge floral wire
Green floral tape

9mm or 10mm wood beads
Gold craft paint & craft glue
Scissors
Needle nose pliers & wire cutters

Crepe Paper Wild Roses

Instructions

1. Gather your materials and tools.

2. Cut all pieces according to pattern. NOTE: Match grain of paper 
 to marks on patterns.

3. With needle nose pliers, bend tip of wire and slide wire onto wood bead 
 so bend fits snuggly in hole.

4.  Stretch oval pieces to form cup then place over wired balls. Twist at base to   
 form snug fit, then glue flaps to hold in place. 

5. Dip tops of yellow wrapped centers into gold paint and let dry. 

6. Twist fringe pieces of yellow strips to create stamen and dip 
 tips in gold paint. Let dry.

7. For bud petals, stretch centers to form cup. For flower petals, curl top two   
 corners at an angle with edge of scissors and stretch center to form cup.

8. Wrap twisted fringe stamen under base of center ball and glue into place.

9. Glue 5 bud petals under base of pink covered stemmed ball in rotation.

10. Glue 5 flower petals around base of yellow center with stamen.

11. Looking at face of bloom, arrange petals so they are evenly spaces and let dry.

12. Glue 5 sepal pieces to base of bud, bloom and petal-free sepal.

13. For leaves, cut 20 gauge wire to 6 inches. Run a bead of glue along center of   
 one side of leaf and place wire onto glue. Add second half of leaf over wire   
 and let dry. NOTE: Grain of leaf halves should form a “V” shape.

14. Wrap floral tape on all wire stems. 

15. Arrange all blooms and leaves into bundle, tape stems together then bend   
 wire to finish your blooming stem of wild roses.
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